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Abstract— Multiple website at the single platform at is very 

useful work. A business which provides a variety of related 

solutions to their customers will find it easier to cross-sell to 

a customer if everything is on one site. In this web page newly 

added customers will be able to find what they need more 

easily, and returning customers are more likely to purchase 

because they already have an information of dealing with 

your business. This is especially true if you are using multiple 

sites on single site it will very easier and cheaper to optimize 

in order to get good SEO results than multiple websites. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This website bring created by decentralized system. where the 

authorised user responsible for its Update so that admin can 

get update of the recent activity. The admin can view their 

result, forth coming event and any recent information in real 

time.  In this project the customer visit all types of websites 

whatever they want like online shopping online education 

gaming and computer related software. it is one of the best 

option for the customer would does not visit multiple site for 

multiple task they avoid to make physical visit for the any 

type of education and entertainment and physical sports for 

the saving the time and reducing the wasting of time from the 

crowd. 

Some important websites are merged into one site they are 

following: 

1) Education sites: 

a) khan academy   

b) meritnation 

c) shiksha, mathway 

d) Infinity Learn etc 

2) Shopping site's: 

a) I.flipkart, 

b) Amazon 

c) paytm mall , etc 

3) Computer s/w sites:  

a) Minute 

b) filehippo , etc  

4) Computer education: 

a) javaT point,  

b) w3school  , etc  

5) Amazing site’s: 

canva, cleanup pictures, nomadist, calligraphy. Org, 

whiteboard, cloudconvert, TTSMPT3, my fonts, audio 

alert  

6) Find all type of job: mazinavkri, new free job alert 

II. OBJECTIVE 

1) To reduce the wasting of time. 

2) To avoid the physical visit for a personal work. 

3) It provides flexibility to user transfer the data through the 

network very easily by compressing the large amount of 

file. 

III. TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY 

A. Tools  

1) Xampp: 

 LAMP: LAMP is an archetypal model of web service stacks, 

named as an acronym of the names of its original four open-

source components: the Linux Operating System, the Apache 

HTTP Server, the MYSQL relational database management 

(RDBMS), and the PHP Programming Language. The LAMP 

components are largely interchangeable and not limited to the 

original selection. As a solution stack, LAMP is suitable for 

building dynamic web sites and web applications. Since its 

creation, the LAMP model has been adapted to other 

componentry, though typically consisting of free and open-

source software. For example, an equivalent installation on 

the Microsoft Windows family of operating systems is known 

as WAMP and an equivalent installation on macOS is known 

as MAMP. 

2) PhpMyAdmin:  

phpMyAdmin is a free and open source administration tool 

for MYSQL and MariaDB. As a portable web 

applicationwritten primarily in PHP, it has become one of the 

most popular MySQL administration tools, especially for 

web hosting services. 

B. Technology  

1) PHP: 

PHP is strong tool for create dynamic and interactive Web 

pages. PHP is the widely-used, free, and efficient for rich 

applications/website development. This is open source 

technology, runs on Apache web server which in turn runs 

seamlessly on Windows, Linux, Solaris, and various other 

UNIX platforms. 

2) JavaScript: 

JavaScript is one of the most popular programming 

languages. It can add a layer of dynamic functionality to a 

website. While most sites’ basic elements are put together 

with HTML and CSS, JavaScript brings a whole host of 

engaging options to the party. This could include anything 

from an interactive calculator to a real-time feed of 

information. 

3) CSS: 

CSS or Cascading Style Sheets is a style sheet language used 

to define visual appearance and formatting of HTML 

documents. WordPress themes use CSS and HTML to output 

the data generated by WordPress. Every WordPress theme 

contains a style. 

4) SQl: 

WordPress database is where all of the necessary website data 

is stored. Not just the basic information like usernames and 
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passwords but posts, pages and comments, even the website 

theme and WordPress configuration settings. 

IV. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

 

V. SCOPES 

This project has a large scope as follows: 

1) In future millions of work performed on this website. 

2) Each and every government site and private sector site 

are available on it. 

3) Social networking sites are available in this site. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

During the study and research we observe that there are many 

website available on internet but that we obtain the right tools 

and resources. Our pages would load faster and we would also 

be able to maintain the pages we have created with ease. A 

website is a representation and the best performance of a 

company. As it is an interactive marketing tool, all your 

products will be displayed and advertised on all over the 

world.  In this website it is possible for you to communicate 

with customers directly and the customer also can give us 

feedback or suggestion. 
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